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Since 1966, the Manfred Olson
Planetarium has been sharing
the wonders of the cosmos with
the community.
In 2021, we continued with
mostly virtual programs in light
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the challenges of the
year, we were able to reach over
15,000 people!

WORDS FROM
OUR VISITORS
"I personally loved experiencing the
constellations and stories behind
them because it reminded me of
another planetarium show I went to
many years ago in my own
childhood. The material was
entertaining and educational."
"The program was PHENOMENAL!
Wow!!!! It was so engaging and
informative. Jean brought such
passion and knowledge it was so
much fun."
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total shows
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104
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shows

Impacting others through

INVOLVEMENT
"I've been visiting the Planetarium since I started at
UWM in 2007. From AstroBreaks to Art in Space (2014),
and from the Lunar Party (2019) to my own
presentation for Culturas Celestiales (2021), I love how
the programs combine science, art, and culture. It's a
gem on campus and in our community."
- Nancy Bird-Soto, UWM Professor

I interned as a Production and Design Associate at the UWM
Planetarium last summer. Everyone should know that the
people behind the planetarium programs are genuine and
passionate about their work. I appreciated the teambuilding
activities that strengthened our collaboration and each staff
member was equipped with different skillsets which propelled
our efficiency. I am grateful to have learned and connected with
such intelligent and diverse talents.

- Nkaujoua (NK) Xiong, UWM FIlm Student

“I am lucky to have the chance to be joining the UWM planetarium
programs as an audience and a guest speaker. Not only do they bring
the stars & celestial bodies closer to you, but also they offer you the
opportunity to visit various countries and get exposed to their culture
and traditions. The team is diverse representing the real world with
amazing understanding and compassion for everyone. No wonder
UWM Planetarium is among the highly recommended places to visit
in Milwaukee. It is a place for people!”

- Tarek M. Elgammal, UWM Engineering Alumni

SHARING THE
COSMOS WITH
THE COMMUNITY
ASIAN CELEBRATIONS
Over 400 people tuned in virtually to experience
celestial celebrations across Asia, from the Chinese
New Year to the Japanese Spring Blossom festival.
Each date featured a different guest speaker who
shared their country, culture, and connections to the
night sky.

SALSA DANCING UNDER
THE STARS
150 visitors joined us for an exuberant night of dancing
and stars. Salsa Organica gave salsa, merengue, and
bachata lessons to an eager crowd, and Alberto
Maldonado, Director of the Roberto Hernandez Center,
talked about the connections between salsa and stars.

OBSERVE THE MOON NIGHT
Over 80 people came together on International Observe the Moon Night, to enjoy lunar science
planetarium shows and telescope observations in the Physics courtyard.

2021 RESEARCH
Planetarium Director Jean
Creighton presented the
findings "Extraterrestrial Life
Through a Black Lens," a
collaborative research project
with UWM Architecture student
Destiny Brady on the cultural as
well as scientific ways we
address the universal question,
“Are we alone?” The
collaboration helped inform
the development of a class
taught by Creighton in Fall 2021
to a cohort of talented firstgeneration BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, People of Color)
undergraduate students at
UWM on the search for life.

Dr. Creighton worked with two
UWM collaborators and two
Tribal nations to apply for a
National Science Foundation
grant aimed at expanding our
Indigenous programming and
setting a model for other
cultural collaborations.

2021 DONA TION S PE NDING

R E PO RT
TOTAL DONATIONS:

$16,230

Student Scholarships & stipends for
underrepresented guest speakers

saving toward a New
planetarium Projector

$12,870

$3,360

2021 Scholarship/Stipend Recipients
Mia Dreher
Mohamed Maache
Quinn Stephens
Nkaujoua Xiong

PL A NNING FOR THE

FU T UR E
The Manfred Olson Planetarium is a non-profit organization that strives to give
opportunities to talented undergraduate students while maintaining affordable
programs for all to enjoy space.

2022 Fundraising Goal: $20,000
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
$3,000

FUND FOR A HYBRID PLANETARIUM
PROJECTOR
$17,000

We hope you'll consider donating to our fundraising goal for 2022.
ONLINE

Donate with a credit card using our
secure online portal at:

https://bit.ly/3rCzO2F

BY MAIL
Make checks payable to:
UWM Foundation ---Manfred Olson
Planetarium Fund (2712.00)
Mail to:
UWM Physics/Planetarium
P.O. Box 413
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Thank you for your support!

